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<´j^ a� °odjáqsk uolkf¿qbolk _flqb·bf+
Ú qf hb p�k V^o÷qsk q·u&
di¬pp^ cobkÌt �gùilf _^vb÷^t-

–  Pindar, Nemean  iv.6-8

The odes of Pindar demonstrate a number of dialect variations with which the student of Attic

Greek must wrestle.  This is probably due to what Leonard Palmer, in his book The Greek Language refers

to as Pindar’s “polymorphism;”  that is, a deliberate mixture of many different forms to achieve the poet’s

desired outcome.  Palmer writes:

…the poetic repertoire [of Pindar] includes a number of alternative dialect forms on which he
may draw at his convenience for particular effects … this is an artificial language, modelled on
the first literary language of the Greeks, the Epic language, toward which it gravitated in the
course of its development.  (p. 123).

Thomas Seymour, writing nearly a century earlier, in his book Selected Odes of Pindar suggested this

mixture of dialects added a “grandeur and dignity to the style” (p. 216).   Not all scholars have accepted this

artificiality of Pindar’s dialect.  The nineteenth century scholar Basil L. Gildersleeve in his text Pindar: The

Olympian and Pythian Odes suggested that some in his day would attempt to “reconstruct a Pindar in

uniform dialect” (p. lxxvi).   In more recent years the Russian scholar N. S. Grinbaum has argued that the

poetry of Alcman and (later Pindar) represent a language independent of the Epic tradition looking back to

the North Greek Mainland as its source.1

Whatever the cause of Pindar’s “polymorphism,” its reality is evident.  The more poignant ques-

tions perhaps are why it was employed and what effect it had on the poetry itself?  In this study we shall

analyze a few dialect variations found in Pindar’s Second Olympian Ode and consider what value and

contribution they offer to the text.

Vowel Changes.

Seymour identifies in the Second Olympian Ode an example of some dialect variations relating to

vowel changes exemplified by the word �alÿp^ as follows:

�alÿp^ a� Ôgbÿ� ~Cofkk�t But sharp Erinys, having seen,
¢mbckù lÚ p�k äii^ilclk÷& slayed with mutual-slaughter

dùklt äo©flk---(41-42) the warlike race…

This form which is the second aorist singular nominative feminine active participle     of bßalk+  differs from

the more familiar Attic form �al�p^-   Seymour  explains this change as “compensatory lengthening of the

preceding vowel, ̂ to ̂ f  and l to lf when k is dropped before p…” (pp. 217-218, see also Smyth, p. 16).



Typically we might expect l (omicron) to be lengthened to s (omega) rather than to the diphthong.  Such

lengthening however, is not without precedent.  Echoing Seymour’s evaluation Anatol Semenov in his

book The Greek Language in Its Evolution, lists this tendency in a summary of Aeolic phonetics (p. 58).  It

is also attested in the Lesbian Aeolic of Sappho in the use of �lÿp^+ for the feminine nominative singular

participle of  b�j◊.2   Some older sources, citing Pindar classify this feature as a Doric  (see Bullions, p. 146;

the abridged Liddell & Scott, p. 239).  More properly however, Pindar must be considered what Willcock

calls “literary Doric” (i.e. Palmer’s “polymorphism,”),  explaining that…

Choral lyric was composed in ‘literary Doric’, an artificial dialect with a Doric flavor but con-
taining also Aeolic forms from north Greece… (p. 22).

Common Doric differs from “literary Doric” in that it made use of the ,lrp^ form, as can be seen in the

word ~bdh^vb·alrp^ found on a Doric inscription from the temple of Aesculapius at Epidaurus.3

Another example is also found in Olympian Two, where the text reads:

w¿bf jûk �k ~Mirjm÷lft She lives among the Olympians
ämlv^klÿp^ _oÏjø having died by the crash

hbo^rkl� q^krùvbfo^ Qbjùi^---(25-26) of the thunderbolt - flowing-haired Semele…

M. M. Willcock points out this example in his book Pindar: Victory Odes in the section entitled “Pindar’s

Language.”  Willcock in a list of “linguistic features” states “ Present and strong aorist participle feminine

in ,,,,,lfp^: ämlv^klÿp^+ Ol. ii.25.”  (p. 23).  Gildersleeve claimed this form was “used exclusively” in

Pindar (p. lxxxv).  Palmer claims that Pindar was the “first of the choral lyricists to add aorist participles in

,p^ft and ,p^fp^ to those in ,lfp^+ etc” (p. 126).  No example of ,p^ft and ,p^fp^ participles are found

in Olympian Two.

The use of the two examples of the Lesbian Aeolic form above contribute to the artistry of the text

in at least two ways  First, they add contextual geographic coloring.  While we certainly could not suggest

that Pindar only uses Aeolic forms when referring to people or places associated with Aeolic, in the in-

stances above this is certainly true.  Both Erinys and Semele are associated with Thebes.  Coming from

Thebes himself Pindar’s “natural language was the Aeolic of Boeotia” (Willcock, p. 22).   Carl Darling

Buck in his work The Greek Dialects outlines the historical and linguistic connection that existed between

Lesbos and Boeotia (p. 4-5).   So in reference to two people associated with Thebes and in the context of a

Theban story, Pindar uses a dialect associated with the region.  While here he uses Lesbian, in general,
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Pindar avoids Boeotian Aeolic, which Gildersleeve suggests “was not refined, and inspite of criticism,

Pindar preferred the Asiatic form of the dialect [i.e. Lesbian]” (p. lxxvii).  L. R. Farnell in his Critical

Commentary to the Works of Pindar describes Boeotian as “rough and strange” (p. xix).

A second contribution comes in the fact that these particular dialect forms function as elements in

rhetorical devices.  Both examples above demonstrate assonance.  The Aeolic ,lf sound produced by

�alÿp^ is followed in line forty-two by the word lÚ.  In the same way the Aeolic ämlv^klÿp^ itself

follows the dative plural  ~Mirjm÷lf-  In both instances the more common  ,lrp^ form would not lend

itself to such a device.

Consonant Changes.

The next variation we will explore concerns what Seymour calls “sporadic interchanges of conso-
nants” (p. 219).  He offers three examples of such interchanges from Olympian Two.  The first is the word
Òokfu^     below:

---∆t+ åho^kq^ d^o·bqlk …like a pair of crows, in vain
BfÌt moÌt Òokfu^ vbÿlk-  (87-88) against the divine bird of Zeus.

Although clearly this is the accusative singular form of the word, it differs from the Attic form Òokfv^,

exchanging the v for u.  Although neither of the two oldest manuscripts (N1 and N2) contain this section to

be able to check for error, Bowra in the critical apparatus of his Pindari Carmina offers only the thirteenth

century manuscript A and the fourteenth century manuscript V as witnesses for Òokfv^ (p. 11).  This does

not necessarily indicate that the u form is erroneous, given that the majority of the manuscripts have

Òokfu^-

Most likely Òokfu^ here is a distinct dialect form.  While most grammars (i.e. Bullions, Hadley &

Allen, Goodwin and Smyth) suggest no dialect characteristics that equate v with u+ Raphael Kühner in his

work Ausführliche Grammatik der Griechischen Schrache suggests that v and u are sometimes inter-

changed with one another, giving Òokfult as an example along with the Lesbian Aeolic form mi©us for

mi©vs (Vol. 1, p. 145).  Expanding upon this, Satya Misra in his work  The Comparative Grammar of

Sanskrit, Greek & Hittite, suggests that in many instances consonants that were originally the labio-velar

gh-sound in Indo-European evolved into Greek in three different directions: either u+ v+ or c (pp. 30, 33).

If this is the case the two forms of Òokft reflect two different streams of etymological change.  In fact LSJ

cites the third century grammarian Athenaeus who identified Òokfg as Doric, as well as the ninth century
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lexicographer Photius who claimed it was Ionic and Doric in dialect (p. 1254). 4

Seymour’s second example from Olympian Two is the word jÏofjlt+ as follows:

---�g lÎmbo ¢hqbfkb Jîlk jÏofjlt rÚÌt …since the fated son, having met (him)
prk^kqÏjbklt+ �k aû Nrv¬kf uoepvûk killed Laias, and fulfilled the oracle
m^i^÷c^qlk qùibppbk-  (38-40) spoken long ago in Pytho.

N1 and N2 are both missing this section of line thirty-eight.5    Bowra indicates that the textual basis for this

reading rests on the thirteenth century manuscript A, the correction of the thirteenth century manuscript G,

and the scholia; the rest of the manuscripts all have jÏopfjlt (p. 8).  As we shall see the primary evidence

for the shorter reading concerns metrics rather than manuscript evidence.

Concerning this shorter form LSJ claims this form is a “poetic” form of jÏopfjlt meaning “ap-

pointed by fate” (pp. 1146,1147).  Since as Gildersleeve says of Pindar’s language “the basis is the lan-

guage of Epic” (p. lxxvii), we might think of this as an Epic form.  It is found in Homer, then later in

Aeschylus (who was prone himself to use Epic language).6   Pindar uses the usual spelling of jÏopfjlt in

line ten.   Henrico Stephanus in his Thesaurus Graecae Linguae describes this consonant change as

“pleonasmo literae p” (Vol. VI, p.1204).

Seymour’s last example from Olympian Two is the word �piÏt+     normally spelled �pviÏt meaning

“good, brave, stout, noble”  (LSJ. p. 696).   The text reads:

�pi¬k dào ÂmÌ u^ojáqsk For under noble joys
m´j^ vkáphbf spiteful pain

m^i÷dhlqlk a^j^pvùk (19-20) is subdued [and] dies

Again N1 and N2 are both missing this section.7   Bowra indicates that �pi¬k is attested by the thirteenth

century manuscripts A and V and by the twelfth century manuscript B.  All the remaining manuscripts have

�pvi¬k (p. 7).  Gildersleeve claims the shorter form is Boeotian (p. lxxx).  Yet LSJ clarifies this a bit by

indicating that �piÏt (accented on the ultima) is Doric, while ¢pilt (accented on the penult) is Aeolic (pp.

696, 697).8    Buck clarifies further claiming that ¢pilt is Lesbian and �piÏt is literary Doric.  (p.77).

While the shorter form is used frequently in Pindar, �pviÏt is never found.

The value of the three types of variations listed above is found in the role each can play either in the

meter of the ode, in stylistic, rhetorical and euphonic concerns or perhaps even as instruments of social or

cultural interplay.  Metrical concerns demonstrate themselves acutely in the example of the word jÏofjlt
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if the common spelling jÏopfjlt were adopted it would serve to lengthen the penult, and in this particular

case alter the meter used in each of the epodes throughout the ode.9   In our other two examples it would be

difficult to make the argument that meter explains the choice of variation in that neither consonant change

would affect a change in syllable quantity.

ÅMokfu^ and �pi¬k then may have been chosen in light of stylistic, rhetorical or euphonic con-

cerns.  In the text Òokfu^ is immediately followed by vbÿlk-  Perhaps Pindar was avoiding a repetition of

the v-sound that would result from the phrase Òokfv^ vbÿlk-  In the case of �pi¬k  the ,pvi, of the longer

spelling is difficult to pronounce.  Especially if the v was pronounced as an aspirated q it would give the

line a harshness of sound which is out of context.   Pindar is talking about the subduing of pain; the

harshness of an aspirated q combined with the palatal u of u^ojáqsk would give a cutting sound that is

avoided by deleting the v.  Even in the case of jÏofjlt+ although meter may be a primary concern, in the

text it modifies rÚÏt (which immediately follows it).  If the p were retained the line would end with three

sibilants in a row -  jÏopfjlt rÚÏt- This would actually serve to soften the phrase and (in contrast to the

previous example) detract from its harshness.  After all there Pindar is talking about murder.

Finally, throughout history there have been examples of the conquest of one group of people over

another having a significant effect on the language of the conquered region.  In English for example some

have suggested that as a result of the Norman conquest of the British Isles the English language has come

to have a number of duplicate words for the same thing; a refined word and a common word.  In many

instances what we find is that the refined word has a French/Latin root, while the common (or even) vulgar

word has a Anglo-Saxon/Germanic root.  For example while we would never speak of eating “cow”(< OE

c• ) or “swine” (< OE sw+ne ) we would think nothing of eating “beef” (< OF < LAT bos, bovis) or “pork”

(< OF < LAT porcus ).  In the same way if indeed there was a Doric invasion of Greece it may be that the

same thing took place in ancient Greek.  Palmer offers an interesting analysis of Pindar’s Pythian Two

suggesting that the many “Lesbianisms were a conscious poetical device.”  After Palmer identifies these

Lesbian Aeolisims he concludes:

What Pindar may be saying is that as a good Dorian Hieron of Syracuse (whose victory is being
celebrated) will expect a good Spartan [i.e. a Doric dialect] martial song…but what is sent has been
given an Aeolic twist (p. 126).
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It may be that in Pindar’s choice of words in Olympian Two, celebrating the Dorian Theron he adds the

same “twist” at various points.

The Digamma.

Aeolic, like all other Greek dialects, originally made use of a letter of the alphabet which eventually

fell out of usage known as the digamma producing a w-sound.  Buck claims that initial digamma was used

in Boeotian Aeolic up until about 200 B.C., and in many Doric dialects through the 400’s (pp. 152, 161-

172).   Since  Pindar’s  life  is  generally  dated  from  518-442  B.C. it  is  highly probable that his original

work utilized the digamma in the spelling of many words.  Seymour suggests:

Before some words it [i.e. the digamma] seems to have retained the force of preventing hiatus,
although it is hard to say how many of these examples of apparent hiatus were justified merely
by poetic precedent.  (p. 220).

Such “poetic precedent” Gildersleeve felt was not a sufficient explanation for utilizing the digamma, even

though he claims that nearly all instances of digammated words in Pindar are Homeric (p.lxxx).  The

evidence for the digamma is metrical and linguistic rather than textual.  Seymour claimed that “No U

(digamma) is found in the mss. and there is no mention of it in the scholia” (p. 220).  Willcock and Seymour

following the example of the manuscripts do not include the digamma in their texts while Gildersleeve

writes it in where he deems it appropriate (see Gildersleeve, ll. 75, 154, 169 - note these are note the same

as Bowra’s line numbers).

The example we will consider in Olympian Two is the word �qùsk+ the genitive plural of the word

meaning “year.”  The text reads:

qbhbÿk j© qfk� °h^qÏk db �qùsk indeed no city in one hundred years
mÏifk c÷ilft åkao^ jâiilk has born a man to friends more

b�bodùq^k mo^m÷pfk äcvlkùpqboÏk upright in mind and more ungrudging
qb uùo^ with respect to his hand

W©osklt----(93-95) that Theron…

We notice that Pindar places �qùsk immediately after the particle db (which is incidentally not the Doric

d^).  This placement of two vowels one after the other would commonly lend itself to elision.  The awk-

wardness of this construction is difficult to explain if the digamma was not originally present. There is

much evidence that in Pindar’s time this word was written with a digamma.  A bronze tablet from Olympia

commemorating a treaty between the Eleans and Heraens dated to 500 B.C. written in Laconian Doric
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establishes the treaty  �h^qÌk Uùqb^ - “for one hundred years.”10  Centuries earlier in the Linear B inscrip-

tions the word  we-to has been discovered, believed to be the accusative, singular, neuter of ¢qlt.11

While Doric, and Boeotian retained the digamma in Pindar’s day, that does not mean that it was

used by all the Greeks of Pindar’s day.  Buck claims that “in Attic-Ionic U was lost at a very early period,”

and “in East Ionic there is no trace of it even in the earliest inscriptions” (p. 46).  Hesiod demonstrates this

with the very word we are considering.  In Works and Days he uses the phrase - °h^qÌk jûk m^ÿt ¢qb^

without the U in reference to one of those of the silver race who lived as a child one hundred years.  (Works

and Days, 130).  The significance of this is that it tells us that while the digamma was in use, it was not the

vernacular for all of Pindar’s audience. While the digamma would eventually be taken out of the text by

latter copyists (as in other authors as well) it did have an Epic quality when it was used (see Kühner, p. 30).

The use of the digamma does solve problems of hiatus, but as seen in the previous dialect variations above,

it may also give a certain Epic (or even monumental) quality to the text.  When Pindar cites Theron’s

superiority over others for a period  °h^qÏk db Ubqùsk+ it might well have called to mind monumental

treaties, or Homeric vocabulary.

Verb Variations.

The last variation we will consider deals with verb forms.  Willcock points out two forms in Olym-

pian Two of the third person plural present indicative which vary from the Attic form ,lrpf-  The first is

exemplified by the word mbofmkùlfpfk as follows:

---¢kv^ j^háosk …there ocean
kâplt √hb^k÷abt breezes blow around
^Ío^f mbofmkùlfpfk---(70-72) the island of the blessed…

Buck suggests that Lesbian Aeolic regularly used the ,lfpf form for the third plural (p. 149, see also

Seymour, p. 224).  An inscribed decree of Mytilene in Lesbian Aeolic exemplifies this making use of the

word äm^ddùiilfpf.12

Willcock’s second form presents the third plural in ,kqf in the word iùdlkqf-13  The text reads:

iùdlkqf a� �k h^◊ v^iápp& And they say (that) in the sea
jbqà hÏo^fpf Leo´lt ãi÷^ft with the sea-daughters of Nereus

_÷lqlk åcvfqlk life undecaying
~Gklÿ qbqáuv^f qÌk Úilk has been arranged for Ino

äjc◊ uoÏklk- (28-31), for all time.
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Smyth and Hadley & Allen both claim that this ,kqf ending is what they describe as “original” and retained

in Doric.  (Smyth, p. 153, Hadley & Allen, p. 17).   The Doric character of this form is exemplified by the

word äkcfiùdlkqf discovered on a fifth century B.C. Doric inscription from Tegea.13   Of this “original”

Indo-European Language Misra suggests that the Indo-European third plural forms  -enti/onti-nti/-nnti

evolved variously into -anti/-nti/-ati in Sanskrit, -enti/-nti/-ati/-anti in Greek, and antsi/ntsi in Hittite (Misra,

p. 98). Semenov clarifies this somewhat by claiming that while in most Greek dialects the q of early forms

became p+ this change never occurred in all the variations of Doric except in the territory of Argolis (Semenov,

p. 63).14

So in this last example Pindar would have had a number of choices available to him:  iùdlrpf

(Attic-Ionic)+ iùdlkqf (Doric), iùdlfpf (Lesbian), and even a fourth option which Kühner suggests the

Boeotian form iùdlkvf (Vol. 1, p. 8).  Why does Pindar sometimes use the Aeolic form and other times use

the Doric?   Seymour may offer one answer to this question.  He writes:

The third person plural never ends in ,lrpf-  The Doric ending ,lkqf is preferred; but as that
does not assume k,movable, to prevent hiatus or elision the Aeolic form is used ,lfpfk (Seymour,
p. 224).

If Seymour is correct Pindar alternates between Aeolic and Doric forms to allow for artistic variation.  In

the second example above, the word mbofmkùlfpfk, in the text it is followed by the åkvbj^-  If the Doric

form had been used here it would read mbofmkùlkqf9 åkvbj^ causing the problem of an hiatus, discussed

above regarding the digamma.

So clearly dialect variation offered him not only different options regarding meter, rhetorical de-

vice, geographic and cultural flavoring, but there is one possibility yet to consider, that is the mood con-

veyed by different dialects.  As we look at these matters not only through the blurry lens of time, but as

cultural outsiders looking into an ancient culture we surely miss the subtlties which they would have

understood.  It may very well have been that the use of these dialect variations themselves communicated

aspects of mood or atmosphere.  Gildersleeve suggests that the Doric elements of Pindar’s text add a

“majesty and sonorous fullness of utterance,” even though “the older and stiffer inflections are set aside.”

On the other hand he claims the Aeolic aspects “give fire and passion and a certain familiar sweetness” (p.

lxxvii).  The examples above may well reflect this.  In describing the beautiful and pleasant winds of the
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Isle of the Blessed Pindar uses the “familiar sweetness” of the Aeolic; yet in referring to those who tell

immortal tales of immortal characters, he uses the “majesty” of the Doric.

Conclusion.

The variations in dialect in Pindar’s Second Olympian Ode (as most scholars suggest) clearly re-

flect a composite language unlike any particular regional dialect.  Whether we think of his approach as

composed in “literary Doric” (Willcock) or “polymorphism” (Palmer) we must reject any suggestion that

it represents a distinct dialect unto itself.  Pindar’s use of dialect variations however, is not haphazard nor

random.  Instead these variations contribute to the artistry of Pindar’s work in two ways:

1.)  They serve to broaden Pindar’s audience.  In the use of the Epic and Doric forms, Pindar

speaks to those concerned with nobility and regal tradition.  Yet in flavoring this same work with

occasional Aeolisims, of both the smoother Lesbian variety and the more harsh and less sophisti-

cated Boeotion, Pindar seems to almost whisper in the ear of his own countrymen, with the lan-

guage they know so well.

2.)  They serve to broaden Pindar’s artistic palette.   While dialect variations expand the poet’s

options whenever metrical concerns are at hand, they do more than simply offer a ready set of

synonyms from which the poet may choose.  Instead they add not only the tools necessary to

construct interesting rhetorical devices, but they also hold the potential to add a cultural, geo-

graphic and even emotional component to the text.  While these variations may seem slight and

subtle to the modern ear, to the ancient audience they undoubtedly painted distinct images upon the

minds of the hearers with each different form employed.
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NOTES

1  Grinbaum, analyzing verbal stems used in nominal compounds, has found a number of instances in
which Pindar used elements not found in Homer, but present in the Linear B inscriptions discovered at
Pylos, Mycenae, and Knossos (reported in Palmer, p. 129).

2  N^ÿabt+ åcsklt �lÿp^ qÏq� �kkùms+ ^¤ qft ¢oeq^f+ |  cskàk äh^jáq^k h^qvbjùk^ moÌ
mla¬k9 | "?�vlm÷& jb hÏo& J^ql�t äkùvehbk ~?o÷pq^ | ÄCojlhibfa^÷^ q¬ Q^#k^Óáa^+ | pà
moÏmlilt+ aùpmlfk^ drk^fh¬k9 ú p� u^obÿp^ | moÏcosk ãjbqùo^k b�hiùfplk dbkbák-"
(Epigrammata, 269.1).

3  ~Cdh^vb·alrp^ aû Ò`fk bßab9  �aÏhbf l� Ô vbÌt �mfpqàt | [b�mbÿk]+ Úq[f] Âdf´ jùk kfk mlfeplÿ+
jfpvÌj jákqlf kfk abeplÿ äk | [vùjbk b]�t qÌ Ú^oÌk Îk äod·oblk+ ÂmÏjk^j^ qât äj^v÷^t9---
(SGDI. 3339, lines 37-40, taken from Buck, p. 244).

4  Athenaeus  - lÚ aû Bsofbÿt iùdlkqbt Òokfg q�k dbkfh�k afà ql� u iùdlrpfk Òokfult- ~?ihjàk
aû afà ql� p q�k b�vbÿ^k �hcùobf9 "ãifmÏocrolt b¤^olt Òokft-" h^◊ q�k dbkfh©k9 "lßa^ a� Ôok÷usk
kÏjst mákqsk-" (9.16.49 from TLG electronic text).  Photius   -  ÅMokft+ ~?qfhl÷9  ÅGskbt aû Òokfg+
h^◊ ^� miádf^f ählrilrvst9  h^◊ Bsofb◊t Òokfg+++ (Taken from Stephanus, vol. vi,  p. 2225).

5  N1, Oxy. 1614 has only [bg lrmbo bhqbfkb J^lk jlofjlt] rflt representing line thirty-eight.   N2,
Oxy. 2092 has only  [bg lrmbo bhqbfkb J^flk jlofjlt rfl]t representing line thirty-eight.  (Grenfell &
Hunt, vol. 13, p. 158, and vol. 17, pp. 125-126).

6---jÏofjlk aù l� �pq� äiù^pv^f+  |  Òco^ j� åpmbojlt dbkb� h^◊ åc^kqlt Òieq^f | B^oaáklr---
(Iliad, 20.302).  _^pfib�t dào ≤pv�+ Òco� ¢wet+ | jÏofjlk iáult mfmiákqsk | ubolÿk mbfp÷_olqÏk
qb _áhqolk-  (The Libation Bearers, 360).

  7  N1, Oxy. 1614 has only bpisk v^o rml u^oj^qs]k [ | [mej^ vk^phbf m^]ifdhlqlk a^j^pvbk
representing line nineteen.   N2, Oxy. 2092  has only [bpis]k m^o rql u^oj^qsk | [mej]^ vk^phbf
m^ifkhlqlk a^j^pvbk representing line nineteen.  (Grenfell & Hunt, vol. 13, p. 158, and vol. 17, pp.
125-126).

8  LSJ also points out a third variant - °piÏt (with a rough breathing), discovered in Olympian Inscrip-
tion number 266 (p. 696).  Buck says of hbpiÏt it is “dialect uncertain”  (p. 77).

9  Lines 38-40, scan as follows:

�g lÎmbo ¢hqbfkb Jîlk jÏofjlt rÚÌt

prk^kqÏjbklt+ �k aû Nrv¬kf uoepvûk

Y3/[ m^i^÷c^qlk qùibppbk-

Pope, p. 12

Ó Ó Ô Ó Ó Ô Ó Ó Ô Ô Ô Ó Ó |

Ó Ó Ô Ô Ô Ó Ô Ó Ó Ô Ó Ó |

Ô Ó Ô Ó Ô Ó Ó |



10  awratrato irwaLe i o s ; kaitoiser |wao i o i s ; s UNMaC iakea
ekatoN wetea; |arCoiDekatoi  – ~? Uoáqo^ qlÿo U^ib÷lft h^◊ qlÿt C�|U^l÷lft-
Qrkj^u÷^ h~b(¤)^ �h^qÌk Uùqb^+ | åoulf aû h^ ql¯-  (SGDI 1156, ll. 1-2, taken from Buck, p. 220, see
also Giles, p. 481 and B. F. Cook, from Hooker, pp. 316-317 who classifiy this inscription as Laconian
Doric).

11  [   ]   |  [   ]   ·   ·  ·     ... [     -si-r]e-wi-jo-te |  [ ]- ja  mo-ro-pa2
to-to we-to  o-a-ke-re-se... (Translated by Michael Ventris - “Those functioning as basilewes [contribute
as follows?]: [So-and-so] the shareholder this year took as follows…” (From  PY 43 (Sn 64) taken from
Bennett, p. 10 and Ventris p. 176).

12  Nbo◊ �k lÚ pqoÏq^dlf molq÷vbfpf molpq^g^÷p^t q(â)t [ _Ïi,] | [,i]^t h^◊ lÚ moùp_bft
l� ämlpqáibkqbt b�t ?�qs[i÷^k] | [ä]m^ddùiilfpf h^◊ aÏdj^ Ækfh^k m^o q¬ hl÷ks ?�q[¿,
isk]... (Hoffman, vol. ii. 61,  from Giles p. 469).

13    Some manuscripts contain a second example of this adding in line twenty-six the phrase -
cfiùlkqf aû Klÿp^f-  N1, Oxy. 1614 shows evidence that it contained this phrase, preserving -
cfib[lkqf ab K]lfp^f, N2, Oxy. 2092 is missing these lines.

14  ---b� aù h^ | jû kÏvlf w}lkqf ql◊ ~t åpfpq^mÏvfh || bt äkbiÏpvl9  b� aû h~äkcfiùdlkq | (f+ q)l◊
Rbdbâq^f af^dkÏkql hà qÌk vbvjÏk-  (SGDI 4598, B, l. 10-13 from Buck, p. 267).

15  What we seem to find is three different branches of change:  1.)  Attic, Ionic and Aeolic follow
the same course reflected in Linear B, 2.) Doric and Sanskrit (and Latin) retain the “original” Indo-
European form, while 3.)  Hittite actually reveals both sounds ending with an -nsti form.  The chart
below illustrates these three branches of change considering the verb “to be” in present, indicative, third
person plural for each language.

Composed from information in:
A Sankrit Grammar, by William Whitney,

Documents in Mycenaean Greek, by Michael Ventris  & John Chadwick, and
Beginning Hittite, By Warren H. Held, Jr., William Schmalstieg and  Janet Gertz

Pope, p. 13

-nt words -si words -tsi words

Doric Sanskrit Latin Attic-Ionic Aeolic Linear-B Hittite

�kq÷�kq÷�kq÷�kq÷�kq÷ si†si†si†si†si† sunt b�p÷b�p÷b�p÷b�p÷b�p÷ b�p÷b�p÷b�p÷b�p÷b�p÷  
enti sánti sunt eisi eisi  eensi ashantsi

(e-e-si) (a-sˇa-an-zi)


